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Section 1 — General information 

1.1 Administrative details 

Duration Credit points Level 

One study period (12 weeks) 6 AQF9 

1.2 Core or elective subject 

This is an elective subject for the Master of Applied Finance. 

1.3 Delivery mode 

This subject is delivered online. 

1.4 Prerequisites 

There are no prerequisites for this subject. However please review the ‘Assumed knowledge’ section below 
to understand the prior knowledge Kaplan advises you should hold before enrolling in this subject.  

1.5  Assumed knowledge  

Whilst there are no prerequisites for this subject, Kaplan assumes that students have completed  
FIN203 Fundamentals of Equity Markets and FIN205 Business Valuation, or understand the content covered 
in those subjects, prior to undertaking FIN327 Applied Resource Sector Analysis. 

1.6 Course transition subject equivalence 

Students may not be required to complete this subject if they have transitioned from a SIA/Finsia/Kaplan 
course and have completed the following subjects: 
• E132 Mining Investment Analysis 
• FIN227 Mining Investment Analysis 
• FIN327 Mining Investment Analysis 
• FIN327 Natural Resource Equity Analysis. 

1.7 Work integrated learning 

There are no placements, internships or work experience requirements associated with undertaking this 
subject. 

1.8 Other resource requirements 

Students do not require access to specialist facilities and/or equipment to undertake this subject. 
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Section 2 — Academic details 

2.1 Subject overview 

This subject examines finance and its application in the mineral and energy sectors. It provides a basic 
understanding of fundamental technical concepts and terminology associated with the resource sector 
and energy markets with a focus on geology, exploration and mining methods, processing techniques and 
commodity markets. Students learn how to incorporate these concepts to financially evaluate resource 
sector projects, undertake project valuations. Finally, students work through a case study and construction 
of a discounted cash flow valuation model of a current resource project. 

This subject contributes to the following majors: Investment analysis. 

2.2 Subject learning outcomes 

On successful completion of this subject, students should be able to: 
1. Examine the geological processes that lead to the formation of mineral and hydrocarbon deposits. 
2. Review the basic techniques of extraction and mineral processing of natural resources and the impact of 

various methods on the cost structure of an operation. 
3. Conduct independent research and evaluate various sources of information to analyse the structure of 

the commodities market and the various supply and demand factors that impact upon the pricing of 
resource sector commodities. 

4. Investigate, analyse and synthesise complex information to evaluate the feasibility of a resource and 
energy project. 

5. Formulate a valuation of a listed company in the resource and energy sector and communicate the 
findings to clients. 
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2.3 Topic learning outcomes 

Topic 1: Introduction to Australian natural resource sector and investment analysis   

On successful completion of this topic, students should be able to: 
• provide an overview of Australia’s resources industry and its contribution to Australia’s economy 
• describe the uses, inputs and outputs of valuation models 
• describe the various stages of feasibility of a mining project and macro factors that impact on the mining 

sector 
• understand the process and important elements of mining investment analysis 
• discuss the role of a mining analyst and identify available relevant resources for use in this role 
• identify the various available licenses, permits and authorities relevant to resource and energy sector 

projects 
• explain the implications of relevant legislation and significant native title cases for resource and energy 

sector projects. 

Topic 2: Geology and exploration 

On successful completion of this topic, students should be able to: 
• outline the geological structure of the earth 
• explain the difference between mineral deposits and ore reserves 
• describe processes by which mineral deposits are formed 
• distinguish between various categories of mineral resources and ore reserves using definitions provided 

by the Australian Code for Reporting of Exploration Results, Mineral Resources and Ore Reserves (JORC 
Code) 

• briefly describe the sequence of events, methods used and costs involved in a typical exploration 
program. 

Topic 3: Mining methods and mineral processing 

On successful completion of this topic, students should be able to: 
• outline the main elements involved in surface and underground mining 
• describe the primary processes involved in mining Australia’s more important mineral products 
• outline the steps involved in mineral liberation 
• describe the major means by which minerals are concentrated 
• describe the main processes involved in pyrometallurgy and hydrometallurgy 
• outline the purpose and describe the main methods of refining. 
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Topic 4: Oil and gas industry 

On successful completion of this topic, students should be able to: 
• describe the main factors considered in the generation and search for hydrocarbons 
• outline the risks and rewards of investing in the oil and gas industry 
• describe the major processes involved in processing crude hydrocarbon products into useful 

end products 
• identify the key factors underpinning energy markets and future growth. 

Topic 5: Primary energy economics 

On successful completion of this topic, students should be able to: 
• understand primary energy sources 
• discuss the link between primary energy consumption and economic growth 
• discuss the changing sources of primary energy within australia and globally, and their implications 
• discuss each primary source (oil, gas, coal, renewables, nuclear) with commentary on demand, supply, 

pricing and outlook 
• understand the Organization of the Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC) and discuss Hubbert’s Peak 

Oil Theory 
• discuss topical issues facing energy markets. 

Topic 6: Alternative and secondary energy markets 

On successful completion of this topic, students should be able to: 
• understand the principles of energy policy and its implementation 
• discuss key goals of energy policy 
• discuss the role of government in formulating and monitoring national energy policies 
• understand Australia’s electricity market, including drivers of demand and supply, and pricing 
• discuss the structure of Australia’s wholesale electricity systems and markets 
• understand topical challenges and changes facing Australia’s electricity market 
• discuss energy policies in Australia with specific reference to energy security, renewables, 

energy efficiency and climate change 
• discuss global policies and initiatives to reduce carbon emissions and Australia’s response. 

Topic 7: Mineral markets and pricing 

On successful completion of this topic, students should be able to: 
• explain the mechanism by which buyers and sellers combine to set prices for various commodities 
• outline the various mechanisms for trading in commodities 
• describe the main supply and demand factors that impact upon the pricing (historical and forecast) of 

mineral commodities 
• compare the performance of Australia’s major mineral commodities. 
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Topic 8: Valuation and modelling 

On successful completion of this topic, students should be able to: 
• distinguish between price and value 
• identify forms of taxation and three Australian accounting standards applicable to the resources sector 
• convert a $ million valuation into a per share number, and value a company by referencing the share 

price of a similar listed company 
• describe and appropriately apply flow-based valuation measures and the discounted cash flow (DCF) 

technique for valuing a mining project 
• discuss the key concepts associated with the analysis and evaluation of a new mining project, 

or expansion or change to an existing project 
• construct a simple model for a mining operation which will forecast a profit and loss, and cash flow 

outcome. 

Topic 9: Case study: Reserves, project definitions and project cash flows 

On successful completion of this topic, students should be able to: 
• identify the key studies and other work required to bring a project to a definitive (bankable) 

feasibility study level 
• create a life-of-mine model 
• construct a project cash flow 
• calculate the net present value (NPV) of a project 
• assess the viability of a project, based on cashflow and NPV calculations. 

2.4 Assessment schedule 

Assessment  Description  Week Topics Weighting 
Subject learning 

outcomes assessed 

Task Commentary and evaluation of current 
topic in the energy sector 

Week 4 1–3 10% LO1–LO3 

Exam  Multiple-choice exam Week 6 1–6 40% LO1–LO3 

Assignment Short-answer and Excel-based modelling 
questions in response to a case study 

Week 12 1–9 50% LO1–LO5 

Please refer to our website <www.kaplanprofessional.edu.au> to review student policies relating to your 
assessment, including the Kaplan Assessment Policy and Academic Integrity and Conduct Policy. 

2.5 Prescribed text 

Rudenno, V 2012, The mining valuation handbook: Mining and energy valuation for investors and 
management, 4th edn, John Wiley & Sons Australia, Milton, Qld. 

http://www.kaplanprofessional.edu.au/
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2.6 Study plan 

Week(s) Topic name Study load in hours 

1 Topic 1: Introduction to Australian natural resource sector and 
investment analysis 

10 

2 Topic 2: Geology and exploration 10 

3 Topic 3: Mining methods and mineral processing 14 

4 
Topic 4: Oil and gas industry 
Task (Weighting: 10%) 

10 

5 Topic 5: Primary energy economics 20 

6 
Topic 6: Alternative and secondary energy markets 
Examination (Weighting: 40%) 

10 

7 Topic 7: Mineral markets and pricing 8 

8 Topic 8: Valuation and modelling 8 

9 Topic 9: Case study: Reserves, project definitions and project cash flows 10 

10–12 Assignment (Weighting: 50%) 20 

Total minimum study load  120 hours 

 

 

Additional study hours (if required), dependent on knowledge and personal commitments  70 hours 

Total study load, including additional study hours 190 hours 

 


